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Dl3XSIONANDDISMISSAI;OFPETITION

On May 16, 1988, the North Branford  Board of Education (the Board)
filed with the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations (the Labor Board)
a petition, pursuant to Section 7-471(l)  of the Municipal Employee Relations
Act (the Act), seeking modification or clarification of an existing
bargaining unit so as to exclude therefrom, as confidential employees, two
secretary/typists and one computer operator/bookkeeper. The North Branford
Educational Secretaries Association, Local 1303-228 of Council 4, AFSCME,
AFL-CIO (the Union), the labor organization representing the employees in
the existing bargaining unit, objected to the petition.

After the requisite preliminary steps had been taken, the case was
brought before the Labor Board for a hearing on August 7, 1990. The parties
were provided full opportunity to adduce evidence, examine and cross-examine
witnesses, and make argument. Briefs were filed by both parties and were
received by the Labor Board on September 12, and October 9, 1990.



TIE BEARING

Petitioner recognized Local 1303-228, Council 4, AF'SCME, APL-C10 late
in 1987 as exclusive bargaining representative for the North Branford
Educational Secretaries Association, a unit of employees engaged in
secretarial, bookkeeping and data processing work. The contract which had
governed the relationship between the Board and the Secretaries Association
prior to its affiliation with Council 4 expired on June 30, 1988. That
contract contained, in Article I, Recognition, the following language
defining the scope of the bargaining unit:

all part-time and full time, ten month and twelve month
employees engaged in secretarial, bookkeeping, and
Data Processing Specialist work, except the Office #
Manager, in the North Branford  Board of Education.
(Emphasis added.)

In May of 1988, however, Marie Mancini
Office Manager

, who had held the position of
, was promoted to be Assistant Business Manager. In that

position, her duties are more managerial, and include no secretarial,
bookkeeping , or data processing work. Since Ms. Mancini's promotion, the
position of Office Manager has not been filled. It is unclear whether the
position has formally been eliminated by the Board.

On May 16, 1988, shortly after Ms. Mancini's promotion, the Board filed
with the Labor Board a petition seeking modification of the bargaining unit
to exclude three bargaining unit positions as confidential employees. The
requested modification sought the exclusion of "two secretary/typists and
one computer operator/bookkeeper" as'confidential employees, on the ground
that "the scope of their duties includes substantial work on confidential
matters pertaining to collective bargaining and budget preparation."

In anticipation of the expiration of the collective bargaining
agreement on June 30, 1988, the parties commenced negotiations for the
successor contract in approximately January 1988. Among the issues proposed
by the Board in the negotiations was a change in the Recognition Clause of
Article I, including the following language on the scope of the bargaining
unit:

all ten month and twelve month employees engaged in
secretarial, bookkeeping, clerical and Data Processing
Specialist work, for the North Branford  Board of
Education, except the head bookkeeper and one
confidential secretary in the Superintendent's office.
(Emphasis added.)

The Union claimed that the scope of the bargaining unit was a
nonmandatory subject of bargaining , and declined to negotiate over Article
I. Moreover, the Union claimed that the Labor Board had exclusive
jurisdiction over the definition of the bargaining unit, and that
negotiation was thus inappropriate.
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As the parties were unable to reach agreement on contract negotiations,
they availed themselves of the binding arbitration process administered
under the Act by the Connecticut State Board of Mediation and Arbitration.
The panel of arbitrators was duly appointed and hearings commenced on
November 30, 1988.

Despite the Union's refusal to negotiate over the issue, the Board
proposed its recommended issue on the Recognition clause, which excluded two
positions from the bargaining unit as confidential employees. The Union
objected to the arbitrators' assuming jurisdiction of the issue, since the
Board's petition was already pending before the Labor Board. The Board of
Education argued for the arbitrators assuming jurisdiction. The arbitrators
agreed to decide the issue , and in accordance with the statutory scheme the
Union submitted its last best offer on the subject of the Recognition
clause. The Union's last best offer sought the preservation of the existing
contract language
Office Manager.

, which excluded as confidential only the position of
The arbitrators issued their award on July 7, 1989, and

.accepted  the Union's proposal on the Recognition clause.

Concurrently with the determination of the contract in the negotiation
and binding arbitration process, the Board of Education continued to press
its petition for modification of the bargaining unit before the Labor
Board. Conferences on the issue were held with Assistant Agent Harold S.
Lynch on July 13, 1988, and on October 24, 1989. Agent Lynch, on February
9, 1990, recommended that the Labor Board dismiss the petition based on the
"contract bar" rule applied in East Hartford Board of Education, Decision
No. 1980 (1981) and subsequent cases, e.g., City of New Haven, Decision No.
2034 (1981).

The Board of Education now seeks a decision from this Board modifying
the scope of the bargaining unit in a manner proposed to, but not awarded by
the panel of arbitrators in the binding arbitration process, i.e., the
exclusion from the bargaining unit of two secretaries/typists and one
computer operator/bookkeeper. Moreover, the employer contends that the
contract bar rule of
in question does not

East Hartford, supra, does not apply where the contract

rather is imposed on
represent the negotiated agreement of the parties, but
the parties through the binding arbitration process.

DISCUSSION

The Labor Board has, on several occasions, been faced with petitions
for modification of bargaining units, usually seeking to exclude certain
employees from the bargaining unit on the ground that their duties are of a
confidential nature. See East Hartford, supra, and New Haven, supra. The
rule which emerges from these cases and which is applicable in the present
circumstance may be stated as follows:

The parties to a collective bargaining agreement are bound by
the terms (including the recognition clause) of an existing
contract unless they can make a showing that would
indicate, e.g., a change of circumstances which would
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render the contract provision substantially less compatible
with the policies of the Act than it was initially.

We reject the rigid application of this "contract bar"
rule to petitions for modification or clarification of a
bargaining unit, to exclude or include individual
employees on grounds of confidentiality. We do not,
however, believe that agreements of the parties on this
question are subject to modification in all
circumstances.

We believe that Section 7-471(2)  vests in the parties
themselves a primary right to determine by agreement
which positions will be included in or excluded from the
bargaining unit, and, consequently, to vest in the Labor
Board only a secondary role in the event of a dispute
between them.

Accordingly, we hold that where the parties have agreed
in their contract upon a question of coverage or
noncoverage of a position, we have no general supervening
power to determine otherwise. Moreover, we believe that
a "dispute" is not created because a party simply changes
his mind about the desirability of compliance with his
admitted agreement.

New Haven, supra; East Hartford, supra.

In the instant case, however, the North Branford  Board contends that,
because the Collective Bargaining Agreement, which governs the relationship
between the parties was arrived at, not by the process of face-to-face
negotiation,
arbitration,

but rather by the statutorily imposed process of binding
it cannot be held to represent the agreement of the parties on

the issue before us. And, continues the board's argument, because it does
not represent a true agreement, it should not stand in the way of the Labor
Board's jurisdiction over the modification petition.

We cannot agree. The statutory process of binding arbitration of
contract terms arose in 1975 as a legislatively-imposed solution to impasse
in contract negotiations.
Section 7-473~  (1989).

See Municipal Employee Relations Act, C.G.S.
The process includes the parties' submission of last

best offers on unresolved contract issues to the panel of arbitrators. The
decision of the arbitrators is final and binding on the municipal employer
and the municipal employee organization.

While the decision of the binding arbitration panel is not termed a
"contract" by the statute, it nonetheless substitutes for the prior
collective bargaining agreement and has final and binding effect on the
parties, enforced in the usual manner. In the course of this proceeding,
the Board itself has referred to the award as "the contract" (Tr. p.5) or
the "collective bargaining agreement." (Brief, g/7/90,  p.3)
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More significantly, when the content of the cover of the printed
document expected to result from the binding arbitration process was itself
the subject of last best offers, both the Board and the Union sought to have
the document entitled "Agreement." (Exh.5, Issue 1) The arbitrators
accepted the Board's last best offer; accordingly, the resultant document is
officially entitled "Agreement between the North Branford  Board of Education
and the Union."

On the policy level, moreover , we do not believe that this case
presents a strong argument for bending our previous holdings. The essence
of those decisions is that, when a party voluntarily agrees to a particular
bargaining unit, we will not rescue that party from its choice during the
life of the contract. Here, the employer initiated bargaining over the
composition of the unit, and, when the Union refused to engage in that
bargaining, the Board of Education nonetheless pressed ahead with this issue
in binding arbitration. When the Union objected to arbitral assumption of
jurisdiction over the issue , on the ground that the employer was already
before the Labor Board, the employer did not withdraw its offer from the
arbitrators, but chose to let the arbitration go forward. The employer well
knew of the risk that its last best offer would be rejected. Having
voluntarily assumed this risk,
result.

it cannot now be heard to complain of the

ORDER

By virtue of and pursuant to the powers vested in the Connecticut State
Board of Labor Relations by the Municipal Employee Relations Act, it is

DECIDED AND DETERMINED that the petition is dismissed without prejudice
to the filing of a new petition at an appropriate time.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

By s/Susan R. Meredith
Susan R. Meredith, Chairman

s/Barbara B. Sacks
Barbara B. Sacks

s/Ann McCormack
Ann McCormack

To:

Loren Lettick,  Esq.
Sullivan, Lettick  & Schoen
646 Prospect Avenue
Hartford, Ct. 06105

CERTIFIED (RRR)
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Barbara J. Collins, Attorney
Law Offices of Gagne & Collins
207 Washington Street
Hartford, Ct. 06106

Donald J. McCarthy, Superintendent of Schools
North Branford  School  District
P.O. Box 129, Middletown Avenue
Northford, Ct. 06472

Walter Condon,  Staff Representative
Council 4, AFSCME, AFL-CIO
444 East Main Street
New Britain, Ct. 06051
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